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What   is   PBIS?   
  

School-wide   Positive   Behavioral   
Interventions   &   Supports   (PBIS)   is   a   
proactive,   team-based   framework   for  
creating   and   sustaining   safe   and   
effective   schools.   Emphasis   is   placed   on   
prevention   of   problem   behavior,   
development   of   prosocial   skills,   and   the   
use   of   data-based   problem   solving   for   
addressing   existing   behavior   concerns.   
School-wide   PBIS   increases   the   
capacity   of   schools   to   educate   all   
students   utilizing   research-based   
school-wide,   classroom,   and   
individualized   interventions.   
  
  

The   key   components   of   an   effective   
school-wide   PBIS   system   involve:     

  
I. Clearly   defining   and   teaching   a   set   of   

behavioral   expectations     
II. Consistently   acknowledging   and   

rewarding   appropriate   behavior     
III. Constructively   addressing   

problematic   behavior     
IV. Effectively   using   behavioral   data   to   

assess   progress   

  
  
  
  
  
  

ROAR   Expectations   
  

Students   are   expected   to   exhibit   ROAR   
behavior   in   classrooms,   hallways,   
restrooms,   the   bus   loading   area,   the   
cafeteria,   and   while   attending   
assemblies.   ROAR   stands   for:   

  
R-   respect   
O-   own   your   behavior   
A-   act   responsibly   
R-   ready   to   learn   

    
  

    Examples   of   ROAR   behavior   include:   
  

R:    say   please   and   thank   you,   clean   up   
after   yourself,   use   appropriate   voice   
levels.   
O:    keep   hands   to   self,   use   kind   words,   
stay   in   assigned   areas.   
A:    walk   inside   the   building,   raise   your   
hand,   use   school   equipment   properly.   
R:    listen   for   directions,   be   a   good   sport,   
complete   classroom   work.     

       ROAR   rewards   
  

Students   are   taught   the   PBIS   
expectations   and   are   rewarded   daily   
through   positive   dojo   points.    Dojo   

points   can   be   redeemed   at   the   end   of   
the   marking   period   to   purchase   items   

from   the   school   store.   
  

  
    

Students   can   also   receive   a   golden   
ticket   from   any   adult   when   they   are   an   

excellent   role   model.    Golden   ticket   
winners'   names   are   added   to   the   
Principal’s   200   board   to   receive   a   

special   reward.     
  

       Class   DOJO:   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

The   school   uses   class   DOJO   to   record   
positive   and   negative   behaviors   for   each   
student.    Dojo   points   reset   themselves   each   
marking   period.     
  
● Parents   will   receive   a   code   to   sign   up.   

  
● Students,   parents,   and   teachers   will   all   be   

able   to   communicate   and   track   behaviors!   
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Consequences   of   Not   Using   ROAR   
  

There   are   two   types   of   behaviors   in   our   
school:    minor   behaviors   and   major   
behaviors .   Minor   behaviors   include   
behaviors   like   disruption,   disrespect,   
defiance,   inappropriate   language,   
physical   contact,   property   misuse,   tardy,   
technology   violation,   off-task   behavior,   
and   plagiarism.     
  

Major   behaviors   include   behaviors   like   
bullying   or   any   form   of   aggression.   
  

  
Additional   Minor   Behaviors   May   Have   
Increasingly   Severe   Consequences.   

  
  
  

How   can   you   help?   
  

You   are   your   child’s   most   important   
teacher!    Demonstrating   ROAR   behaviors   
at   home   is   truly   the   best   way   to   mold   your   

child   into   a   positive,   responsible,   and   
respectful   individual.   

  
  

For   more   information   about   our   
school-wide   PBIS   program   contact:   

  
● East   Juniata   Elementary   School   

54   Main   Street   
Richfield,   PA   17086   
  

● Mr.   Clint   Mitchell,   Principal   
717-694-3961   
  

● or   visit    http://www.pbis.org/ .     

P.B.I.S.    
   at     EJES   

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
We   are   Tigers,   hear   us   

R.O.A.R   

Minor   Behavior   Consequences   

1st   Warning   

2nd   Think   sheet   

3rd   15   minute   
structured   recess   

4th   30   minute   
structured   recess   

and   principal   
referral   

5th   Administrator   
consequence   

http://www.pbis.org/

